ST. GEORGE TOURNAMENT

I received a bit of information from the well-known John Behling in St. George this week pertaining to the annual St. George Jaycee basketball tournament played this year from November 4 through the 15th. Knowing Mr. Behling, it's a safe bet last year's tournament participation, everything he shoots about this tourney "Where the Champions Play" is usually fast and furious. This year's tourney is played in a basketball, admiring community, by the state's best highschool athletes. The tourney is divided into three classes, namely A, B, and AA. Last year's event, a three-class tourney, featuring the Harvardly won the A Division which was made up of strong teams from other schools. The AA division was won by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity here on campus, and defending Sigma Phi Epsilon from another campus frat. The AAA competition was won by the Checker Cab of Columbia and its principal men were comprised of either former Gamecocks or present varsity participants.

Some of the features of this tournament praised by Mr. Behling are All-Tournament selections in all divisions, most outstanding basketball player of the tourney, etc. And as a highlight, a trophy is presented to the state's outstanding college basketball player, won last year by Furman's Frank Selvy. Undoubtedly, he will repeat again. This writer is not a special promotor for this event, but does advocate some teams entering from Columbia. Send a note to John Behling, St. George, SC, and apply for admission. Deadline is January 10th.

SPORTS EDITORS' ALL-AMERICANS

The College Sports Editors Association has polled all major college editors to send in their rendition of an All-American football team. Each Editor gets one vote for each position and a vote for the player of the year. This writer also sits on the board and has come up with this team. Ends—Carlton Mason, Texas; Clyde Bennett, South Carolina. Tackles—Ed Meadows, Duke; Stan Jones, Maryland; Guards—Crawford Mims, Mississippi; J. D. Roberts, Oklahoma; Center—Steve Krockeck, George Washington; Backs—Bob Garrett, Stanford, Quarterback; J. C. Caroline, Illinois, halfback; Paul Giel, Minnesota, fullback; and Paul Czerny, UCLA, fullback. We also flipped a coin and selected Paul Cameron as player of the year. The team selected will be published in the Gamecock during the next week.

Furman's incombable Frank Selvy is the greatest basketball player this writer has ever seen. I won't attempt to describe his unbelievable performance in Greenville last Friday. There is nothing for anything Al Lane has said in a story on the preceding page.

FINAL COLUMN

This will be the final column of the semester for this sportswriter. According to an age-old custom, the last issue of every semester is the one in which we have made some mistakes, created some antagonism among a few of the athletic affiliates, and also have probably reported falsely certain incidents. Regardlessly, I've done what I thought right. With this, we'll hang up the usual supporter's cap for our able successor, and journey the way next Gamecock sports editor go.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT . . . Shots above Paul Goldsmith politely takes hold of Thomas' head in the Furman game in the fourth quarter. Looking on from the left is Edthall Frank Shelby, Furman's #11 American. Jack Hufford appears pressed in between Goldsmith and the bank Furman center, (Gamecocks photo by Linda From)
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Clemson, Gamecocks Play Tonite

The Carolina basketball team brought about a quite a surprise in Charlotte Tuesday night when they held the N. C. State team up to a 96-92 victory.

For Gamecocks were particularly impressive leading the State men most of the night. Only in the final quarter did the Gamecocks lose ground and let the State take the lead. This was a remarkable feat for the Gamecocks, who were leading the State both in the first and second frames.

LAMBDA CHI'S and Sigma Nu's Win Playoff Games; Preston 2nd and McBryde Advance

By JACK BASS

Assistant Sports Editor

In the opening round of the intramural football playoff, back homes from Fraternity League, Two came out as winners and the first place teams from each of the two over competing to the semifinals.

Lambda Chi, after defeating Temperance Theta Sigma Nu also boasted the strongest team in the final round of the playoffs, this time taking out the championship last week, downing Lulu and winning the final game of the playoffs Tuesday. Entry Lambda routed the final TD with a 2-yard run back of an interception by the second place of Sigma Nu. Sigma Nu scored on a 30-yard pass play with Phil Murphy doing the passing and Jim Emyry the receiving. Mostly passed to Al Baker for the extra point.

The Pi Kappas got inside the Sigma Nu 20 yards during the second when they clicked on for 40 some but were unable to score.

Saturday, 8 p.m. Lambda

Sunday, 7:30 p.m. Sigma Nu

The Lambda team was built by Wolf Harder right. The Sigma Nu team was built by Wolf Mirviss. Both games were played at Salicy.